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Abstract—Radar-based Human Activity Recognition (HAR) is
considered by using snapshots of point clouds. Such point clouds
interpret 2D images generated by an mm-wave FMCW MIMO
radar enriched by including Doppler and temporal information.
We use the similarity between such radar data representation
and the core of the self-attention concept in artificial intelligence.
Three self-attention models (Point Transformer) are investigated
to classify Activities of Daily Living (ADL). An experimental
dataset collected at TU Delft is used to explore the best com-
bination of different input features, the effect of a proposed
Adaptive Clutter Cancellation (ACC) method, and the robustness
in a leave-one-subject-out scenario. Results with a macro F1 score
in the order of 90% are demonstrated with the proposed method,
including activities that are static postures with little associated
Doppler.

Index Terms—Human Activity Recognition, Imaging Radar,
Deep Learning, Point Transformer, Activities of Daily Living.

I. INTRODUCTION

Every country experiences growth in both the absolute size
and the relative proportion of older people in their population
[1]. This aging population creates a strong demand for novel
healthcare provision approaches beyond traditional hospital-
based systems. For example, technologies for remotely mon-
itoring patients in their homes can provide early diagnosis of
changes in behavioral patterns and detect critical events such
as falls in a timely manner. These home-centric healthcare
technologies can thus enhance the life quality of older and
vulnerable people and, at the same time, minimize the disrup-
tion to their usual routine and lifestyle [2].

Initially, automated Human Activity Recognition (HAR)
was implemented through video-based technologies [3],
or wearable sensors [4], [5]. These sensors have inherent
limitations [6] that radar-based sensing may complement.
Compared with these sensors, radars cannot capture optical-
like images or videos, which preserves people’s privacy in
their home environments. Besides, radars do not require the
user to wear, carry, or interact with any sensors or wires, as it
is a fully contactless sensing modality. These advantages can
potentially help with compliance and acceptance from end-
users and confirm the increasing appeal of radar technologies
for HAR.

In recent studies on radar-based HAR, the typical processing
pipelines are: (1) process the complex signals from radar sys-
tems to generate the desired data representations; (2) forward
these generated data to the classifiers, such as deep neural

networks or conventional classifiers, i.e., the Support Vector
Machines (SVM), to identify the different human activities.

The most common 2D matrix data representations includes
the typical micro-Doppler spectrogram [7], range-Doppler
heatmap [8], range-time heatmap [9], amplitude spectrum
[10], or range-angle heatmap [11]. These image-like data
representations are hardly sensitive to static activities. In this
case, the salient features of static postures are often overseen
by commonly used radar data domains, e.g., the spectrogram,
where no range or shape information is represented. Similarly,
range profiles are incapable of representing well movements
over time, represented by the Doppler information. In con-
trast, as many current research studies show, a radar point
cloud can contain the target’s shape information with either
point clouds processed as 2D images [12], or via the spatial
coordinates forwarded to the classifier [13], [14]. Currently, to
the best of our knowledge, no research in HAR systematically
explores the advantages and disadvantages of combining the
coordinates of the point cloud with additional features such as
Doppler and point intensity.

In terms of classifiers, the majority of radar-based HAR
research uses Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [7],
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [15], [16], or mixed
hybrid models combining these two architectures [17], [18].
CNNs treat the input radar data as images, mainly consid-
ering pixel-related features, while different implementations
of RNNs treat radar data as temporal sequences focusing on
temporal relations. Hybrid models take advantage of these two
architectures combined. Although Transformers based on self-
attention mechanisms [19] showed superiority to CNN and
RNN architectures in many machine learning tasks and appli-
cations, minimal research has investigated the performance of
these self-attention models on radar-based activity recognition
[20]. Specifically, feature selection based on radar point clouds
has been hardly used, and almost no conclusions were drawn
determining the most relevant features of a point cloud in the
context of HAR. The same lack of systematic study applies
to the architecture of a classifier to exploit the point cloud’s
information effectively.

The specific contribution of this paper is to develop and
test a pipeline that solely utilizes radar point clouds as input
data to train attention-based deep-learning models for classifi-
cation, specifically Point Transformers (PTs); this pipeline can
classify both motions and static postures successfully. Three
different architectures of state-of-the-art PTs are considered,
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with point clouds obtained from a Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) imaging radars. Additionally, an effective
Adaptive Clutter Cancellation (ACC) scheme is also proposed
to pre-process the point clouds used as inputs to the proposed
classification pipeline based on PTs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the proposed approach. Section III presents the
measured dataset for validating the performance of the pro-
posed method. Section IV discusses the attained results for
the proposed method and its comparison among three self-
attention implementations of PTs. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section V.

II. PROPOSED APPROACH

MIMO mm-wave Frequency-Modulated Continuous-Wave
(FMCW) radar can generate six intrinsic features of the target:
range, azimuth angle, elevation angle, Doppler, intensity, and
temporal relations. The first three features can be represented
in cartesian coordinates and form the spatial aspect of the
derived radar point clouds. For the last three features, the
most common data representations apart from point clouds
are range-Doppler heatmaps and spectrograms, as mentioned
in the introduction. In the majority of the previous research
works, these representations are separately used to recognize
human activities. The pipeline proposed in this paper aims in-
stead to integrate Doppler, intensity, and temporal information
together with spatial information of point clouds to address
HAR. This information-richer representation is exploited in
conjunction with the self-attention models described in this
section, which will be used as classifiers. An overview of the
proposed pipeline is given in Figure 1.

A. Data Pre-Processing: Point Cloud Generation

The first stage in the pipeline is responsible for converting
the raw radar data cubes containing complex signals to 6D
point clouds including 3D spatial coordinates, Doppler (veloc-
ity), intensity (related to the Signal to Noise Ratio, SNR), and
time. In this module, 2D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is first
applied to 2D discrete signals to generate the range-Doppler
map. Then, 2D OS-CFAR (Ordered Statistics Constant False
Alarm Rate) is used on the map to detect the cells occupied
by subjects, and the coordinates of the detected cells are the
range and Doppler information of the point, while the values
of the detected cells correspond to their intensity. Last but not
least, an FFT is applied along the channel axis to estimate the
azimuth angle and elevation angle. With the angle and range
information, the 3D Cartesian coordinates can be derived.

B. Further Data Pre-Processing: Adaptive Clutter Cancella-
tion

In practice, a lot of points in the point clouds from the
previous pre-processing stage are not related to the target and
can be considered as clutter. Furthermore, the number of points
after the point cloud generation stage does not necessarily
match the required input size of the Point Transformer (PT)
network. For these two reasons, we need the second stage of

data pre-processing described in this section. In this second
stage, a method for removing the clutter is proposed with
the following two steps. First, calculate the spatial centroid
of the point cloud for each frame with the intensity values
of the points as weights. Then, filter out the points with the
distance to the centroid higher than 1m, which is assumed to
be a reasonable number for an average human body size. After
removing clutter on a frame-by-frame basis, a defined number
of frames with the highest Doppler components are selected
from the temporal sequence of frames returned by the MIMO
radar. This is done because points across multiple frames can
better represent the characteristics of the motion. Lastly, we
apply down-sampling or up-sampling on the remaining points
of the cloud to match the input size of the PT network.
The specific resampling algorithms are described in detail in
section III [21].

C. Classifier: Self-Atention Point Transformer (PT) Models

The third stage of the pipeline is the classifier. In this
paper, we investigated three different attention-based networks
for processing point clouds. They are the Point Transformer
(PT) of Hengshuang Zhao et al. [22], the PT of Menghao
Guo et al. [23], and the PT of Nico Engel et al. [24]. For
the first two networks, the authors employ a hierarchical
architecture to extract the features of the input point cloud with
an attention mechanism and fully connected layers to present
the classification results. For Nico’s model, local and global
features are related by cross-multi-head attention after being
extracted separately. Similar to the other two models, fully
connected layers are deployed to provide the classification
results. Additional information on the architectures of these
networks can be retrieved in the thesis in [21], and in the
original references for each proposed network.

III. DATASET DESCRIPTION

A dataset collected in [25] is used to validate the perfor-
mance of the proposed pipeline. This section also provides
more details about the second stage of data pre-processing.

A. Measurements

The radar used is an mm-wave MIMO FMCW radar de-
veloped by Texas Instruments (cascaded AWR2243 radar).
Specifically, this radar has 12 TXs and 16 RXs operating at
79 GHz. The related radar parameters are given as follows:
frame period of 100 ms, range resolution of 52.8 mm, velocity
resolution of ±0.0286 m/s, azimuth resolution of 1.4 degrees,
elevation resolution of 18 degrees.

This dataset was collected in a lecture room of TU Delft
with tables, chairs, and cabinets so that a real-life indoor
environment is simulated. The radar was placed at 0.75m
height from the ground to illuminate the whole human body
in the field-of-view. A chair was placed approximately 2.7m
away from the radar in the Y-axis direction and participants
performed activities around it. Six activities were included
in the dataset, consisting of 4 most common daily motions,
and 2 static postures that can be viewed as the transitional
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Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed Human Activity Recognition (HAR) pipeline, where the main contributions are the usage
of different models of Point Transformer (PT) networks to recognize human activities exploiting radar point clouds, and the
Adaptive Clutter Cancellation (ACC) at the pre-processing stage.

states between such motions (see the details in Table I). The
measurements included independent records of the subjects’
postures and movements. Specifically, a complete time interval
for each measurement was 2 minutes. During this time, the hu-
man subjects were asked to perform either one static posture,
such as sitting still on the chair, or a motion pair, such as sitting
down and standing up from sitting for a period of 2 seconds
for each individual motion. Additionally, the participants were
asked to repeat the activities at four additional aspect angles
of 45, 90, 135, and 180 degrees.

TABLE I: List of motions, motion pairs, and postures for the
measured dataset. [25]

Motion
pair Motion Posture

a 1. Sitting down c 5. Sitting still
2. Standing up from sitting d 6. Standing still

b 3. Bending over
4. Standing up from bending

To summarize, data from 7 human subjects were captured
for the initial verification of the proposed approach. Each
activity was recorded for 2 minutes and each motion lasted for
2 seconds, so for each aspect angle, there are 420 = 120/2×7
samples for each activity, and 2520 = 420×6 samples in total.

B. Adaptive Clutter Cancellation

After the data pre-processing pipeline in section II.A, the
point cloud data contain a lot of clutter since there are
tables, cabinet,s and chairs around the human subjects. We
proposed a method for ACC [21] to remove these clutter
contributions. The general idea of this method is to locate the

spatial centroid of the human body by calculating the mean
of x, y, z coordinates from all the points weighted by their
corresponding intensity values, as in the equations shown in
the upper part of Figure 2. This weighted calculation allows to
offset the effect of highly reflective but very localized clutter
points. Then a sphere with a radius equal to 1m and centered
in the centroid point is created to separate the target-related
points within, and remove the clutter-related points outside the
sphere, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Fig. 2: An example of removing the clutter contributions from
a point cloud of ’standing’ activity with the proposed Adaptive
Clutter Cancellation (ACC).

Although not tested in this paper, a more complex shape
such as an ellipsoid can also be defined as a better represen-
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tation of a standing human subject. The position of the sphere
is calculated for each frame to make it adaptive to the specific
position and motion of the subject over time.

C. Frames Selection

Each motion is recorded for 20 frames (corresponding to
2s), but the period of actual movement is far less than 2s.
Therefore, much information contained in the data of 20
frames is redundant to recognize a single motion, and only part
of the 20 frames can contain the salient features. To filter the
most valuable frames, we deploy a sliding window on the 20
frames with a step of 1 frame to calculate the average Doppler,
and the window with the highest Doppler value is selected to
extract the new data to represent the sample. The window
lengths considered in this paper are 3, 5, and 10 samples,
corresponding to 0.3, 0.5, and 1 second, respectively.
Since the detection algorithm applied on range-Doppler maps
is OS-CFAR, the number of detected points per frame is not a
constant. To ensure that the number of points per sample after
ACC can fit the input size of the chosen PT model, we apply
the Farthest Point Sampling algorithm to re-sample the point
clouds [21]. The relation between the number of points and
frames is shown in Table II.

TABLE II: Mapping relation between the number of frames
and size of resulting input data, where 6 indicates the ’features’
of each point of the point cloud (i.e., spatial coordinates,
Doppler, intensity, time index).

Number of frames and equivalent time Size of input per sample
20 (2s) (1024,6)
10 (1s) (512, 6)
5 (0.5s) (256, 6)
3 (0.3s) (256, 6)

IV. CLASSIFICATION RESULTS OF POINT TRANSFORMER

To evaluate the proposed pipeline, 3 different self-attention-
based networks are used as classifiers: the PT from Heng-
shuang [22], the point cloud transformer from Menghao [23],
and the PT from Nico [24]. The classification performances of
the proposed pipeline are analyzed in this section. Training and
testing of the networks are performed in an Alienware laptop
with an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3070 Laptop GPU, with GPU
memory equal to 8 GB.

A. Performances with Different Input Features

This section aims to identify the most suitable input features
from the point cloud for recognizing the 6 activities. Specific
results (without ACC) for different combinations of input
features are shown in Figure 3. The PT network by Heng-
shuang was used in this initial analysis. Only with the spatial
coordinates of the point cloud, the network is able to classify
the six classes with an F1 score of roughly 0.741. Several
instances of misclassification happen for paired motions such
as standing up and sitting down that are symmetrical over
time. That is, standing up can be regarded as the inverse
motion of sitting down, so the point clouds of these two

motions have almost the same spatial distributions, leading to
some misclassifications among them. However, when adding
independent Doppler and time information to the point clouds,
there are notable improvements in F1 scores. The reason is that
Doppler features and time information of points can represent
the direction of movement and the order of appearance of
the points, respectively. This variation in features breaks the
spatial symmetry of the motions, leading to an increase in clas-
sification performance as shown in Figure 3, with F1 scores
improving to above 0.86. However, when adding intensity as
an extra feature, the F1 score is reduced to about 0.7. The
main reason for this low performance is that the intensity
will highly fluctuate while subjects perform motions, so the
intensity distribution varies from sample to sample for the
same motion. After comparing the F1 scores of different input
feature combinations, the best input features are 3D spatial
coordinates plus Doppler and time.

Fig. 3: Macro F1 scores for different input features combi-
nations, where XYZ are 3D spatial coordinates, and D I T
indicate Doppler, intensity, and time, respectively. The PT
network by Hengshuang is used for these results.

TABLE III: F1 score of PT by Hengshuang with and without
the proposed Adaptive Clutter Cancellation (ACC).

Input features With ACC Without ACC Difference
xyz 0.792 0.741 +0.051 (5%)

xyzD 0.893 0.869 +0.024 (2.4%)
xyzT 0.880 0.861 +0.021 (2.1%)

xyzDT 0.928 0.888 +0.040 (4%)

As described in Section III, many points in the point clouds
are actual clutter contributions due to the items around the
human subjects, so the proposed ACC is applied to remove the
clutter in the experimental scene. The improvements brought
by ACC for different features as input are listed in Table
III. It is noticeable that after removing the clutter points
outside the human movement area, the improvement in the
F1 score is significant. For the best case (XYZDT, i.e., spatial
coordinates plus Doppler plus time as input features), the F1
score improves by about +4% and reaches 92.8%. For other
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cases, ACC can also bring improvements, and it benefits most
the case with only spatial coordinates as input.

By using the best combination of features plus the proposed
clutter cancellation, an improvement in overall classifica-
tion performances of +5.8% is achieved, compared with our
previous work on the same TUD dataset that did not use
attention-based networks, but a combination of spectrograms
and PointNet to process radar point clouds [25].

B. Performance Comparison among the Three Attention-
Based Point Transformer Networks

The performances of the three Point Transformer (PT) net-
works with a decreasing number of frames to extract the input
data are displayed in Figure 4. These results are computed
by applying a 5-fold cross-validation approach with 80% and
20% of data for training and testing, respectively. There are
two noticeable characteristics reflected by the results: (1) F1
scores decline with fewer input frames, but data from 3 frames
(equivalent to 0.3 seconds) are still enough for Hengshuang’s
and Menghao’s networks to achieve reliable predictions; (2)
Hengshuang and Menghao’s networks are performing sig-
nificantly better than Nico’s. The differences can be related
to the architectures of these three networks, where the self-
attention mechanism is deployed in each hierarchical block to
extract features for Hengshuang’s and Menghao’s architecture,
while Nico’s network just employs self-attention to relate
features. This also shows the good match of radar point cloud
representations with self-attention mechanisms.

Fig. 4: Classification F1 score for 3 different Point Trans-
former implementations with decreasing number of frames
as input, where the horizontal axis represents the number of
frames. The F1 scores are the average from 5-fold cross-
validation.

C. Human Activity Recognition with Different Aspect Angle

As human activities can be performed at any aspect angle
with respect to the line-of-sight of the radar, we test the
potential of the proposed pipeline to realize activity recog-
nition at aspect angles of 0, 45, 90, 135, and 180 degrees.

The performances are shown in Figure 5 using Hengshuang’s
network and the 3D spatial coordinates plus Doppler and time
as input features. As Doppler values depend on the aspect
angle and, theoretically, Doppler is practically zero if the
direction of motion is tangential to the radar line-of-sight, one
would expect a large decrease in classification performance
for aspect angles close to 90 degrees. Such decrease can be
seen in Figure 5, when the aspect angles are not zero, the most
noticeable at 90 degrees. However, the performances remain
relatively robust, showing the value of the proposed pipeline,
which relies not only on Doppler to perform classification,
but on the combination of spatial, temporal, and Doppler
information together in the point cloud.

Fig. 5: Macro F1 scores for different aspect angles with Heng-
shuang’s network and 3D spatial coordinates plus Doppler and
time as input features.

D. Leave-One-Subject-Out Test

Each participant is expected to have specific kinematic
patterns when performing certain activities. In order to train
a generally applicable pipeline, it is important to test its
generalization capabilities and see how the various kinematic
patterns from each individual can affect the classification
results. Figure 6 shows the results of a leave-one-subject-
out test where data from each of the seven participants was
used in turn as the test set. There is a drop of about 10% in
the mean F1 score compared to the previous cross-validation
results, confirming that more data and specific care are needed
to analyse and, in case, enhance the performances for each
individual.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a Human Activity Recognition (HAR)
pipeline with high-dimensional radar point clouds as input
to self-attention Point Transformer (PT) networks used as
classifiers. The proposed pipeline achieves an F1 score of
92.8% for the problem of classifying 4 motions and 2 postures,
bringing a +5.8% improvement compared with our previous
work on the same dataset, that did not use attention-based
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Fig. 6: Classification F1 score in leave-one-subject-out test
when using 20 frames, where the horizontal axis represents
the index of the left-out subject, and S denotes specific
subjects. Here Hengshuang’s network is used with 3D spatial
coordinates plus Doppler and time as input features.

approaches [25]. The best feature combination for recognizing
daily activities is the spatial 3D coordinates plus Doppler
and time information. In addition, the proposed Adaptive
Clutter Cancellation (ACC) method is proved to be a crucial
contribution to the pipeline. It improves the accuracy of about
+2% to +5%, depending on the different input features.

The comparison of the three PT networks shows that the
PT from Hengshuang performs best: it obtains the highest
classification F1 score while consuming the least training
time. These results confirm that the self-attention mechanism
matches well with the information encoded within radar point
clouds. Further work will aim to apply this method to larger
datasets, including sequences of unconstrained activities in
free-form trajectories.
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